Introduction
Developments in information technology Manufacturers are in a Position to deliver products within a short period. Scientific Advancement Have been made over the past few years on the implementation of flexible manufacturing system(FMS),One of the major problems to be resolved is related to the simultaneous scheduling of machines and the automated guided vehicle (AGVs) operation. There are many elements of FMS scheduling. However, the more important factor that should be considered is scheduling of multiple AGV. This is due to the fact that in a typical shop floor environment, AGV is shared by several machines. Assigning of a non-optimal delivery results would put other machines in longer idle time where as delaying of the delivery signifies delay on the processing chain of the material. Efficient AGV well reduce delivery cost and optimally utilize the entire fleet [1] . Studies are mostly on the hybrid approach to address scheduling and routing of AGV s [2, 3, and 4] , multi-attribute dispatching rules [5, 6, and 7] and deadlockresolutions [8, 9] .This article considers the Hybrid Genetic vehicle heuristic algorithm(HGVHA) for simultaneous scheduling of machines and AGVs in FMS utilizing the minimization of
Makespan and mean Tardiness 2. Scheduling of Machines and AGVs
FMS is a highly automated machine cell, consisting of a group of processing workstations (usually CNC machine tools), interconnected by an automated material handling, automated storage system and controlled by a distributed computer System. This is based on the minimization of single objective functions, Total operation completion time, Oij = Tij + Pij (1) Where i= job, j= operation, Tij= traveling time, and Pij= operation processing time.
Mean Tardiness:
Where n = number of jobs; Ti = Tardiness As the scheduling involves combinatorial problem, it is important to ensure that a suitable methodology is selected to optimize the problem. In addition to the ability of finding optimal solution, the method also has to be capable to find the solution as quick as possible
Simultaneous Scheduling with HGVHA
The following are the steps to implement the Meta Heuristic Algorithm for the example problem  Randomly generate initial population of size twice the length of the chromosome.  Repair the invalid chromosomes, if they violate the precedence constraints.  Assign vehicle for each operation, using the vehicle assignment heuristic,  Evaluate the sequences obtained in step 2, by calculating their makespan. The sequence of steps for makespan calculation is explained below.  Select randomly a sub-segment(S), of size P  Insert any one member of the sub-segment at one of the randomly selected position, to the left or right of the subsegment. Insertion to left creates a neighbor to the sequence and Insertion to right creates another neighbor to the sequence. 
. Experimental Setup
The FMS selected as the case in this work has the configuration as shown in Fig. No.1. The case and data set is adopted from [10] was originated by [11] . In the case study, there are 10 job sets with each possessing four to eight different job sequences, dedicated machines and numbers were specified within the parenthesis is the processing time of a particular job in Table. No 2. Based on the job sets and four different layouts, 82 problems are generated. The problems are grouped into two categories. The first category contain problem sets which ti/pi ratios are greater than 0.25 while second category consists problems whose ti/pi ratios are lesser than 0.25. A code is used to represent the example problems. The digits succeeding EX indicate the job set and the layout respectively. Meanwhile, for second category, another digit is appended to the code. In this case, having a 0 or 1 as the last digit implies that the process times had been doubled or tripled, respectively. Furthermore, travel times are halved. There are four machines consist of computer numerical machines (CNCs) and two AGVs for material delivery purpose. While the types and number of machines is fixed, the speed of the vehicles is constant at 40 m/min. Furthermore, loading and unloading times are constant at 0.5 min each. It is assumed that there is sufficient buffer space for input/output operations at each machine. Loading/ unloading equipments such as pallets are sufficiently allocated. Furthermore, the machine-to-machine distance and the distance between loading/ unloading machines are known. The distance matrix of load/unload stations to machines and machine-tomachine distances for all layouts are shown in Appendix. The load/unload (L/U) station acts as the distribution center for incoming raw materials and as the collection center for outgoing finished parts. All vehicles start from the L/U station initially though it does not need to return to L/U station in between delivery job.
Simulation results and discussion:
Hybrid Genetic Vehicle Heuristic algorithm evolutionary procedure has been implemented in JAVA language and simulated for various problems sets. The code is developed for different modules of the algorithm and also for the vehicle assignment heuristic. Population size is taken as double of the process numbers. The results are obtained after repeating the evolutionary procedure for 20 runs and The number of generations is carried out 1000. In this work the performance of Hybrid Genetic Vehicle Heuristic Algorithm has been evaluated by testing it on 82 benchmark problems. To study the effect of operator's two types of algorithms one is GA second one is HGA for this two algorithms we consider hybridization with vehicle heuristic our observation concurs with the findings discussed with various algorithms [12] , for flow shop scheduling problems. The experimental results, for the problems with t/p>0.25 and also with t/p <0.25, using HGVHA given in Table. No 1-4 Performance of these combinations are shown graphically in 
Conclusion
Based on the analysis conducted, it is found that HGVHA managed to provide a better optimization solution particularly for simultaneous scheduling of machines and automated vehicles in production environment. For future study, more consideration would be given on establishing unique HGVHA optimization method. Other HGVHA variations would be considered not only to shorten the tasks completion time but also to shorten calculation time. in the performance comparison graphs in t/p>0.25(Makespan) when compared to various algorithms HGVHA gives the minimum makespan with comparison of STW, UGA, AGA and IACGA when compared in t/p<0.25(Makespan) HGVHA gives minimum makespan when compared to various algorithms like STW, DGTHA and also in t/p>0.25(Tardiness) lateness of due date is minimized in HGVHA when compared to all the algorithms like STW, AGA, PGA, DGTHA and IACGA. .in t/p<0.25(Tardiness) lateness of due date is minimized in proposed algorithm when compared to STW and UGA. Future work would consider multiple objectives so as to reflect actual industrial applications.
